
April 17, 2020

Hello all, 

Well, that was another roller coaster week to say the least. One day, we have Cargill
telling us they are going to only kill one shift, only to completely shut down the next! This
no doubt sends a shock wave of fear through the industry.
 
On Tuesday, CCA released a draft proposal of a set-aside program reminiscent of BSE
days. There was a program for fed cattle and cull cattle but there was nothing for feeder
cattle; however, I did see an updated version last night that included a feeder cattle
program. That was no doubt a relief to see as there is a seasonal glut of heavy cattle that
are just too heavy to go to grass and not classified as fed cattle. As we all know, 800+
pound cattle are taking the biggest hit right now and it would be good to see those
backgrounders receive some relief. One wonders if there will be any relief for the guy who
has already sold into this market.  There is also some speculation as to whether or not
one would have to be enrolled in the agri-stability program to receive set aside dollars.
The deadline for agri-stability enrollment is at the end of the current month but I have
heard some news that makes me think that it may be extended.
 
WLPIP was at the top of everyone’s agenda on our weekly conference call with Sask AG
Minister Merit. Over the past week we have heard a few recommendations made.

1. CCA made a recommendation that producers pay $10/head for calf and $20/head
for feeders. That is comparative to $66/head for a calf and $76/head for a feeder
right now. Certainly that is a huge burden off of the producer and would no doubt
get more producers involved in the program.

2.  WLPIP coverage and premium levels revert back to February's levels. This one
really got my attention. This is a “get out of jail free” card. If they get this pushed
through, someone deserves a medal. I would see this as an absolute best case
scenario. 

3. My recommendation was that coverage levels stay the same and that the
government pays for the total cost of the premium on the calf coverage. This would
allow every producer to get involved and remove the mental “premium” barrier. We
have seen calf premiums as low as $18/head with very little participation and I feel
that this option leaves no reason for anyone to not participate. 

 
Any of these three options would be in the government's best interest. If they are
subsidizing a $60/head calf premium, you would think that would look a lot more attractive
than dealing with a mountain of Agri-stability claims in the event of a wreck of say
$100.00/cwt calves in the fall with low WLPIP participation. If either of these options get
pushed through, you would think that there would be some relief for the guys who have
participated in the program in the last 6 weeks. Possibly have a portion of their premiums
refunded? We will see.
 
Auction markets and buying stations across the province have had to make great changes
to their businesses to keep the flow of cattle rolling. The stresses of this, doubled with
dealing with the concerns of customers is no doubt stressful. It pleases me to see our
provincial and federal industry organizations working together for one cause. Look for
another update next week and if anyone has any questions, please feel free to call or
email.

Thanks,

Alan

alanjackson@jglcattle.com


